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Abstract

Poly(trimethylene carbonate) (PTMC) polymeric networks are biocompatible materials with potential biomedical applications. By controlling the chemical synthesis, their functional macroscopic properties can be tailored. In this regard, this work presents the coupling of two experimental techniques: DMA and Solid State NMR,
as an innovative, robust and straight-forward approach to fully characterize the inner structure and its relationship with the macroscopic properties of these PTMC materials. The studied photocured networks had an increasing macromer molecular weight $\mathcal{M}_n$, varying from 3 kg/mol to 40 kg/mol, which permitted to assess the variation of thermomechanical properties and the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) signal decay with this parameter. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) showed that the thermomechanical behavior of the PTMC networks depends on the network $\mathcal{M}_n$. Indeed, the elastic modulus $E'$ and the main $\alpha$ relaxation temperature $T_\alpha$ decrease with PTMC $\mathcal{M}_n$. Moreover, solid state Multiple Quanta (MQ) $^1H$ NMR investigations demonstrated that the network crosslink density is also linked to this chemical parameter. Interestingly, both techniques showed for the 40 kg/mol PTMC a neat difference of the effect of the chemical crosslinks and the physical entanglements on the materials network structure and thermomechanical behavior. Specifically two different molecular relaxation domains were highlighted, which are not observed for the rest of the studied materials. By utilizing DMA and solid state NMR in a complementary and synergetic manner, this work provides a novel and robust approach of determining and better understanding key structure-property relationships, specifically the inner structure and macroscopic properties, of such functional polymers.
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Introduction

Poly(trimethylene carbonate) (PTMC) is a biodegradable, amorphous and flexible polymer with potential biomedical applications because of its biocompatibility and biodegradability.
As such, most of the research on this polymer has been focused on in-vivo drug-delivery applications. Moreover, by photo-crosslinking methacrylated PTMC oligomers (macromers), tough, tear-resistant networks can be obtained. Because of this, in the past few years there has been a growing interest on the use of these networks as bulk materials. Networks prepared from macromers with molecular weights of 10 kg/mol and higher were shown to be rubber-like with high tensile strength, toughness, and tear resistance at room temperature. Due to these properties, PTMC-based photo-crosslinked networks have been investigated for application as meniscus implants, bone implants and micro-vascular networks. The applicative functionality of PTMC networks depends largely on their mechanical behavior. It was shown that the mechanical properties of PTMC networks strongly depend on the crosslink density, i.e. the network morphology, as well as from the macromer chain length. Hence in order to fully understand the influence of the inner structure on PTMC macroscopic properties, the thermomechanical behavior and structural morphology of these networks need to be fully studied.

In this regard, Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) has been extensively used to study the thermomechanical behavior of polymers through a macroscopic approach, and can be considered to be a primary characterization technique in polymer science. DMA measurements were thus undertaken in this work in order to study the evolution of the molecular mobility, namely the main α relaxation temperature, the elastic moduli $E'$, and the mechanical crosslink density of PTMC networks with varying macromer molecular weight.

Such characterizations were completed by time-domain NMR analyses. This technique has proven to be a powerful tool to characterize the structure, morphological organization and molecular mobility of polymers. Amongst these analyses, pseudo-solid $^1H$ echoes have been used to describe polymeric networks. In particular, Double-Quantum $DQ^1H$ sequences have been successfully used in elastomeric-like polymer networks (i.e. natural & synthetic rubbers and PDMS) and, through a careful data treatment, have allowed the fine study of the networks structure and dynamics, namely the polymers’ molecular mobility,
crosslink density $v_C$, and chain defects concentration $w_{def}$, as well as the evolution of such network properties with temperature, chemical modification and thermal ageing.

The common basis of these approaches is their potential ability to discriminate dynamical and structural effects, which allows semi-local structural features of networks to be retrieved from local dynamical measurements.

This manuscript aims to demonstrate that for functional polymeric networks such as PTMC, it is of main importance to fully characterize and comprehend their intrinsic structure. Such an investigation allows the insight to chemically tailoring their structure, allowing a better control of specific macroscopic properties. This study was carried out by combining a macroscopic method with a molecular-scale technique (i.e. DMA & MQ $^1$H NMR respectively). This robust scientific approach has seldom been described in the literature and specifically, it has not been carried out for PTMC networks. By studying these polymers of different macromer molecular weights, the influence of the inner network structure can be thoroughly and precisely described.

Materials

Trimethylene carbonate (TMC) monomer was obtained from Huizhou ForYou Medical Devices Co. (China). Trimethylol propane (TMP), tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)$_2$), methacrylic anhydride, hydroquinone and triethylamine were purchased from Sigma (USA) and used as received. Dichloromethane and chloroform were purchased from Merck (Germany). TPO-L (2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphenyl phosphinate) was obtained from Carbosynth Limited (United Kingdom). Ethanol was purchased from Altia oyj (Finland).

Macromer synthesis

To obtain three-armed, hydroxyl-terminated PTMC oligomers, ring opening polymerization reactions of TMC were performed at 130°C under nitrogen atmosphere using TMP as initia-
tor and Sn(Oct)$_2$ as catalyst. By adjusting the monomer to initiator molar ratio oligomers with different molecular weights $\overline{M}_n$ could be prepared. The targeted $\overline{M}_n$ were 3, 10, 17.5, 25 and 40 kg/mol.

The polymerization reaction was performed for 3 days. The oligomers were subsequently dissolved in dichloromethane (2 mL/g oligomer) and functionalized with methacrylic anhydride (7.5 mol/mol oligomer) in the presence of triethylamine (7.5 mol/mol oligomer) and hydroquinone (0.1 wt% relative to the monomer). After 5 days, the methacrylate functionalized oligomers (macromers, PTMC-tMA) were precipitated in cold ethanol and dried at 40°C under vacuum for 1 week. The $\overline{M}_n$ of the obtained oligomers, the monomer conversion and the degree of functionalization were determined by $^1$H-NMR as described previously.[17]

Briefly, the molecular weight was determined by comparing the area of the $-CH_3$ initiator peak at $\delta = 0.92$ ppm with the area of the PTMC methylene peak at $\delta = 4.24$ ppm. The conversion is calculated by comparing the TMC monomer peak at $\delta = 4.45$ ppm with the area of the PTMC methylene peak at $\delta = 4.24$ ppm. The degree of functionalization is determined by comparing the $-C=CH_2 -$ $^1$H signals at $\delta = 5.58$ ppm and $\delta = 6.13$ ppm of the methacrylate groups with the $-CH_3$ initiator peak at $\delta = 0.92$ ppm.

**Network preparation**

To obtain crosslinked networks, the macromers were dissolved in chloroform. The chloroform solutions contained 20-40 wt% PTMC macromers. To these solutions, 5 wt% (relative to the macromers) of TPO-L photoinitiator was added. The solutions were cast in Teflon molds (50x25 mm) and the solvent was allowed to evaporate overnight. The macromers were then crosslinked at room temperature under nitrogen in a home-made crosslink box for 1h at 395-405 nm at an intensity of 1 mW/cm$^2$. The obtained networks were subsequently post-cured under visible light for 40 minutes at room temperature. As these networks have a functionality $f = 3$, the theoretical chemical crosslink density $v_{chem}$ of such networks can be calculated as $= 1/(3 \times \overline{M}_n)$. The reaction mechanism is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Reaction mechanism and chemical structure of a three-armed PTMC macromer prepared by the ring opening polymerization of TMC using TMP as initiator.
Experimental Methods

Swelling characterization

The volume degree of swelling at equilibrium $q$ and the gel content $w_{swell}$ were determined in triplicate at room temperature by swelling rectangular shaped specimens (5x5x0.5mm) in chloroform for 24 hours, which was enough time to reach solvent sorption equilibrium. The $q$ and $w_{swell}$ values were calculated from Equations 1 and 2 respectively.

\begin{equation}
q = 1 + \left( \frac{m_{swollen} - m_{dry}}{m_{dry}} \right) \left( \frac{\rho_P}{\rho_S} \right)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
 w_{swell} = \left( \frac{m_{initial} - m_{dry}}{m_{initial}} \right) \times 100\%
\end{equation}

where $m_{swollen}$ is the mass of the swollen networks, $m_{dry}$ the mass of the insoluble part of the networks after drying, $m_{initial}$ the initial mass of the networks, and $\rho_P$ and $\rho_S$ the densities of PTMC (=1.31 g/cm$^3$) and chloroform (=1.48 g/cm$^3$) respectively.

DSC measurements

The thermal properties of the obtained macromers and networks were determined by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) using a TA instruments Q2000. Samples weighing 5-10 mg were heated from -60°C to 100°C at 10°C/min and subsequently cooled to -60°C at 50°C/min. After 5 minutes a second heating scan was performed, from which the glass transition temperatures $T_g$ were determined. Temperature calibration was performed using indium as a calibration standard.

$DQ \ ^1H$ Solid State NMR Measurements

Elastomer networks, and more generally entangled polymer melts, are characterized by the presence of topological restrictions due to both crosslinks and entanglements which restrict
reorientational motions of chain segments and introduce local anisotropy along chains. At high temperatures relative to \( T_g \), intrachain motions are very fast compared to NMR time scales and the effect of the local anisotropy can be expressed as a separate factor contributing to the relaxation signal.\(^\text{\textsuperscript{30}}\) In this regime the NMR relaxation function can be expressed according to Equation\(^\text{\textsuperscript{30,33}}\)

\[
\frac{M(t)}{M_0} = \exp\left(-\frac{t}{T_2}\right) \langle \cos(\Delta_R t) \rangle
\]

(3)

where \( T_2 \) is the spin-spin or traverse relaxation time and \( \langle \cos(\Delta_R t) \rangle \) is a term that comprises the non-zero residual dipolar interaction due to local anisotropic chain segment motions. Brackets denote the ensemble average over all polymer chains.

It follows that in entangled or crosslinked polymers, the overall transverse relaxation function has a generally complex, non-exponential form, with a so-called "pseudo-solid" behavior.\(^\text{\textsuperscript{30}}\) It is the residual dipolar interaction factor \( \langle \cos(\Delta_R t) \rangle \) which contains the structural information, as the local anisotropy of chain segment motions is related to the network structure. One difficulty is that both the \( \exp\left(-t/T_2\right) \) and \( \langle \cos(\Delta_R t) \rangle \) terms often have comparable relaxation time rates. Special techniques have thus been developed to discriminate those terms, i.e. isolate the structural information.

The Double-Quantum (DQ) time-domain NMR method developed by Saalwächter\(^\text{\textsuperscript{36,37,41,42,46–49,54}}\) based on an improved Baum - Pines\(^\text{\textsuperscript{39,40}}\) pulse sequence, and utilized in this work, is a convenient way to achieve this discrimination, and it has been widely used to characterize the structure of the elastic network (i.e. chains possessing crosslinks and/or entanglements) in elastomers.

\( DQ \ ^1H \) measurements were performed using a Bruker Avance III MAS 2 400 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a 5mm \( ^1H \) static probe. Samples were finely cut to fit in the rotor and tested at different temperatures above their \( T_\alpha \) measured by DMA. \( DQ \ ^1H \) experiments were thus based on the aforementioned pulse sequence. \( DQ\)-NMR experiments using the Baum and Pines/Saalwächter sequence, yield two components as a function of the
$DQ$ evolution time $2\tau_{DQ}$: the $DQ$ buildup $I_{DQ}$ and the reference decay $I_{REF}$, which are exemplified in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: MQ $^1H$ NMR $I_{ref}$, $I_{DQ}$, $I_{ref} - I_{DQ}$, and $I_{def}$ signals obtained for the PTMC 10k network at $T_\alpha + 90^\circ C$. The contribution from defects $I_{def}$ is emphasized in the $I_{ref} - I_{DQ}$ signal as the fraction of the signal with a long relaxation time (dashed black curve). Extrapolation of the $I_{def}$ signal to $\tau_{DQ} = 0$ gives the fraction of defects $w_{def}$.

The $I_{ref}$ signal contains the contribution from all quantum orders except that of the $DQ$ contribution, so that the sum $I_{ref} + I_{DQ}$ is the relaxation signal from which all dipolar contributions have been refocused. In other words it contains only the contribution from the chain dynamics. This signal comprises the response of both the dipolar coupled network, which relaxes faster and in a non-exponential manner, and of the uncoupled mobile defects such as pendant and/or free chains, which exhibit a slower exponential relaxation. By normalizing the $DQ$ contribution according to Equation 4 only the structural contribution to the relaxation is retained.

$$I_{nDQ} = \frac{I_{DQ}}{I_{ref} + I_{DQ}}$$

In the vicinity of $T_g$, crosslinked and entangled polymers undergo complex dynamics with widely spread relaxation time distributions, corresponding to motions at different scales. In
this regime, structural and dynamical contributions may not be expressed as two distinct factors, as it was illustrated in Equation 3. Then the separation of both effects is not straightforward. In order to determine at which temperature the DQ NMR signals, and thus the structural effect, become independent of temperature, PTMC 3k networks were analyzed from $T_\alpha + 50^\circ C$ to $T_\alpha + 100^\circ C$ every 10$^\circ C$. This range of temperatures was chosen so as to have networks with theoretical elastomeric behaviors (i.e. $T + 50^\circ C$ equal or above the glass transition temperature $T_g$(DSC) or $T_\alpha$(DMA)).

![Figure 3: $I_{nDQ}$ normalized signal obtained from Equation 4 as a function of $\tau_{DQ}$ for the PTMC 3k network at different temperatures.](image)

The effect of temperature is illustrated in Figure 3. This graph represents the normalized DQ signal $I_{nDQ}$ computed from Equation 4 described above as a function of $\tau_{DQ}$. It is seen that the $I_{nDQ}$ signal changes and increases as temperature increases. Moreover, this $I_{nDQ}$ signal becomes independent at temperatures of and above 70$^\circ C$, which corresponds to $T = T_\alpha + 80^\circ C$ or above. This regime corresponds to the high temperature regime mentioned above, in which the normalized DQ signal reflects solely the structure of the network. Below this regime and as temperature comes closer to $T_g$, complex segmental motions take place at time scales comparable to the delay between pulses in the DQ pulse sequence, which impair
the efficiency of the sequence to refocus dipolar interactions and select \textit{DQ} contributions. This is the reason why the overall amplitude of the normalized signal decreases drastically as temperature decreases, as it is observed in Figure 3.

In the temperature-independent regime, the normalized \textit{DQ} signal originating from the network structure alone must reach the theoretical relative value of 0.5 in the long \( \tau_{DQ} \) limit. To achieve this, it is necessary to eliminate the contribution of ”\textit{defects}”, \textit{i.e.} non-elastic chains (pendant and free chains). Although the full magnetization equals \( I_{\text{ref}} + I_{DQ} \), a heuristic manner to easily identifying and subtracting the defects contribution \( I_{\text{def}} \) is to consider the \( I_{\text{ref}} - I_{DQ} \) signal which is shown in Figure 2. \( I_{\text{def}} \) was determined by fitting a double exponential on the long-time domain of the magnetization signal. The percentage of defects \( w_{\text{def}} \) was obtained by extrapolating this contribution to \( \tau_{DQ} = 0 \), as it is also shown in Figure 2. The normalized \textit{DQ} signal excluding the non-elastic chains contributions was then calculated from Equation 5:

\[
I_{nDQ} = \frac{I_{DQ}}{I_{\text{ref}} + I_{DQ} - I_{\text{def}}} \tag{5}
\]

\textit{DQ} signals for the PTMC 3\( k \) network characterized at temperatures equal to 70\(^\circ\)C, 80\(^\circ\)C, and 90\(^\circ\)C (\( T_\alpha + 80\)^\circ\)C, \( T_\alpha + 90\)^\circ\)C, and \( T_\alpha + 100\)^\circ\)C respectively) were then normalized by using Equation 5. The computed \( I_{nDQ} \) signals were then plotted as a function of \( \tau_{DQ} \). These results are shown in Figure 4.

It is seen in Figure 4 that the \( I_{nDQ} \) relative amplitude of 0.5 is obtained for the three considered temperatures. In detail, the \( I_{nDQ} \) signal at 70\(^\circ\)C does not exactly superpose with the \( I_{nDQ} \) signals obtained at 80\(^\circ\)C and 90\(^\circ\)C. This means that at 70\(^\circ\)C, the \( I_{nDQ} \) normalization is still a little dependent on the temperature. However, for temperatures equal or higher than 80\(^\circ\)C for the PTMC 3\( k \) network (\textit{i.e.} \( T_\alpha + 90\)^\circ\)C and above), the \( I_{nDQ} \) normalized signals superpose well with each other (\textit{i.e.} independent of temperature).

Hence, \textit{in this work all of the PTMC networks were studied at} \( T_\alpha + 90\)^\circ\textit{C with the} \( I_{nDQ} \textit{signals being computed using Equation 5} \). This ensured that the samples were tested at the
temperature-independent $DQ$ NMR regime while assuring that all the PTMC networks possessed the same state of molecular mobility. A detailed study on the influence of temperature on the NMR relaxation for these materials will be discussed in a forthcoming article.

Moreover, $I_{nDQ}$ gives access to the residual dipolar coupling $D_{res}$ related to the network structure. In turn the local average dynamic segmental orientation parameter $S_b$ is deduced using Equation 6 in which $D_{stat}$ is the static coupling constant, $D_{res}$ the residual dipolar coupling and $k$ a correction factor related to intersegmental motions. The key point is that $S_b$ is directly related to the intrinsic structure of the polymer network via $R$, the average end-to-end vector between crosslinks or equivalently via $N$, the number of statistical segments between crosslinks. $b$ is the statistical segment length. By considering that $R^2 = Nb^2$ as for ideal chains, $S_b$ should be proportional to $1/N$, or equivalently to the crosslinks density $v_C = 1/M_C$ as detailed in Equation 6.

$$S_b = k \frac{D_{res}}{D_{stat}} \approx \frac{R^2}{N^2b^2} \approx \frac{1}{N} \propto \frac{1}{M_C} \propto v_C \quad (6)$$
In this work the values for $k$ and $D_{\text{stat}}$ were not obtained quantitatively. As these factors should be identical in all samples in the series, measuring $D_{\text{res}}$ values allows quantitative comparison between the different networks. To obtain the $D_{\text{res}}$ value for each polymer characterized at $T_\alpha + 90^\circ C$, the $I_{nDQ}$ signals were fitted by a function detailed in Equation 7 up to $I_{nDQ} = 0.48$:

$$I_{nDQ} = 0.5 [1 - \exp(-D_{\text{res}} \tau_{DQ})^n] \tag{7}$$

where $n$ is an exponent varying between 1 and 2. The closer $n$ is to the value of 2, the more homogeneous the network is. Figure SI.1 (Supporting Information) shows an example of such a fit for the PTMC 10$k$ network characterized at $T_\alpha + 90^\circ C$.

**Dynamic Mechanical Analysis**

Dynamic Mechanical Analyses were performed on a TA Instruments Q800 DMA operating in tensile mode. PTMC films were cut into ISO 527-4b dogbone-shaped specimens with operational dimensions of $18 \times 2 \times 0.7\,\text{mm}^3$. These samples were heated from $-140^\circ C$ to $180^\circ C$ with a heating rate of $3^\circ C/\text{min}$ and analyzed with a frequency of $1\,\text{Hz}$, a pre-strain of $0.01\%$, and strain of $0.1\%$. The main $\alpha$ relaxation temperature $T_\alpha$ was obtained from the half-height point of $E'$ drop corresponding to this relaxation.

Furthermore, the crosslinking density $v_{C-\text{DMA}}$ for each PTMC network was obtained by conducting a DMA strain sweep measurement at $T_\alpha + 90^\circ C$ so as to allow a precise comparison between these results and those obtained by NMR at the same molecular mobility state. The linear regime was thus determined by plotting the storage modulus $E'$ as a function of the strain $\epsilon$ and the value of $E'$ was taken from the linear regime plateau. Then, the crosslinking density $v_{C-\text{DMA}}$ was calculated according to Equation 8:

$$v_{C-\text{DMA}} = \frac{E'}{\phi RT f} \tag{8}$$
where \( R \) is the ideal gas constant = 8.314 J/mol \( \cdot \) K, \( T = T_a + 90^\circ \text{C} \), \( f \) is the network functionality which for PTMC samples is equal to 3, and \( \phi \) is a factor linked to the network model. For the *affine* model\(^{58} \) \( \phi = 1 \), whereas for the *phantom* model\(^{59} \) \( \phi = \frac{f-2}{f} \). In this work, two series of \( v_{C-\text{DMA}} \) values were thus calculated according to both the affine and phantom models.

**Results and Discussion**

Three-armed, methacrylate functionalized PTMC oligomers (macromers) were prepared via the ring opening polymerization of TMC and subsequent functionalization with methacrylic anhydride. Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of a PTMC macromer. By adjusting the monomer to initiator ratio, oligomers with different molecular weights were obtained. Table 1 shows the obtained molecular weights as confirmed by High Resolution \(^1\text{H}\)-NMR in solution in DMSO. Subsequent functionalization yielded macromers with a degree of functionalization \( \geq 86\% \). Then, characterization of the macromers by DSC indicated that the materials had a \( T_g \) between -21°C and -14°C as shown in Figure SI.2 (*Supporting Information*). It is observed that the macromers \( T_g \) slightly increases with increasing molecular weight, though within experimental error deviation range. The values are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Physico-chemical properties of the obtained macromers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended ( M_n ) (g/mol) ( \times ) 10(^3)</th>
<th>Obtained ( M_n ) (g/mol) ( \times ) 10(^3)</th>
<th>Conversion (%)</th>
<th>Functionality (%)</th>
<th>( T_g ) (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>-21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-15.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-15.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The obtained PTMC networks were similarly characterized by and by swelling in chloroform for 24 hours. Table 2 provides an overview of these properties. All networks exhibited a \( T_g \) of approximately -15°C as shown in Figure 5a. The gel contents \( w_{\text{swell}} \) of the networks
were found to be between 70 and 93%, with the lowest $w_{\text{swell}}$ for the network prepared from the PTMC 40$k$ macromer, \textit{i.e.} with the highest molecular weight. This result is similar to that previously reported by Schüller-Ravoo et al.\textsuperscript{16} It was also found that the degree of swelling $q$ of the networks in chloroform (summarized in Table 2) increased with macromer molecular weight, as was expected since networks with a lower crosslink density are able to swell more.

Figure 5b displays the obtained storage mechanical modulus $E'$ as a function of temperature obtained by DMA for each PTMC as a function of temperature. The loss modulus $E''$ is shown in Figure SI.3 (Supporting Information). Such plots allowed to deepen the understanding as regards the molecular mobility and thermomechanical properties of PTMC networks at or below $T_\alpha$.

It is seen in Figure 5b that the elastic modulus $E'$ below $T_\alpha$ diminishes when the macromer molecular weight increases. Then, from Figure 5b, the $\alpha$ relaxation temperatures $T_\alpha$ (comparable to the $T_g$ obtained by DSC) were obtained and are listed in Table 2. Interestingly, contrary to the $T_g$ values obtained by DSC, the $T_\alpha$ diminishes with the macromer molecular weight, a trend that is in line with previously reported $T_g$ values for PTMC networks.\textsuperscript{16} The
The difference of results given by the two techniques can be attributed to the fact that DMA is more sensible to the physical and chemical crosslink density when compared to the DSC, which probes mostly the molecular mobility. Thus, the aforementioned result is expected because if the distance between reticulation nodes increases, the polymer chains within the network are less constrained by the nodes and thus their relaxation movements can be activated at lower temperatures. This would also lead to a more heterogeneous material. Indeed, Figure SI.3 (Supporting Information) shows that the $\alpha$ relaxation peak becomes broader as the PTMC molecular weight increases. In particular, the PTMC 40k network would seem to possess either a very large $T_\alpha$ or a shouldering towards higher temperatures corresponding to a second $\alpha$ relaxation. This network has a larger $\alpha$ relaxation temperature distribution $\Delta T_\alpha$ (taken at half-height) by ca. 5°C than those of the other networks as listed in Table 2. These phenomena could be due to the presence of a different network structure in this PTMC sample that is different from the rest of the materials. This will be further discussed with the $^1H$ MQ NMR results, as they can provide an additional insight on the networks structure.

Furthermore, it is seen in Table 2 that the crosslink densities obtained from swelling experiments $v_{C-chem} (= 1/(3 \times M_n))$ and by DMA $v_{C-DMA}$ evolve similarly according to the molar mass of the PTMC macromers. In detail, the $v_{C-chem}$ values are fairly similar to those of $v_{C-DMA}$ obtained by the affine model, with $v_{C-DMA}$ being slightly higher than $v_{C-chem}$. This difference would be a first indicator of a presence of not only chemical crosslinks but also chain entanglements that would behave as physical nodes. Moreover, the $v_{C-DMA}$ values calculated from the phantom model are ca. three times larger than those of $v_{C-chem}$. This might mean that the PTMC networks may be better described by the affine model.

Concerning the MQ $^1H$ NMR measurements, Figure 6a shows the $I_{nDQ}$ signals after normalization with Equation 5 as a function of $\tau_{DQ}$ for all studied PTMC networks at $T_\alpha + 90°C$. It is observed that the evolution of the $I_{nDQ}$ buildup is different for all samples, becoming steeper when the molar mass of the network decreases, i.e. when the crosslink
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTMC</th>
<th>Physico-chemical</th>
<th>DSC</th>
<th>DMA</th>
<th>MQ (^1^H) NMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(w_{\text{swell}})</td>
<td>(q)</td>
<td>(v_{C-\text{chem}})</td>
<td>(T_g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3k</td>
<td>8.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>-16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k</td>
<td>8.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>-13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5k</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>5.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>-14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25k</td>
<td>15.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>8.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>-14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40k</td>
<td>30.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>17.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-15.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Physico-chemical, DSC, DMA, and MQ \(^1^H\) NMR results obtained for the studied PTMC networks.
density increases. An analogous result was observed by Vieyres et.al. for natural rubbers with different crosslink densities.

Furthermore, from the $I_{nDQ}$ normalization calculations, the percentage of defects (i.e. chains not participating in the network) $w_{\text{def}}$ was also obtained. These values are also listed in Table 2. These values are similar to those obtained by swelling experiments ($w_{\text{swell}}$, found in Table 2). This shows that the results given by NMR structural measurements are comparable to macroscopic physico-chemical tests and that they are quantitative.

The residual coupling constant $D_{\text{res}}$ was subsequently obtained by fitting the $I_{nDQ}$ signals with Equation 7. The obtained values are found as well in Table 2. It must be recalled that $D_{\text{res}}$ does not give the crosslink density but is proportional to it (see Equation 6). It can be seen that the $D_{\text{res}}$ values decrease when the macromer molar mass increases, which means that the NMR crosslink density $v_{C-NMR}$, which could be extracted from $D_{\text{res}}$ according to Equation 6 would decrease accordingly with the molar mass of the PTMC macromers, meaning that when the length of the macromer increases, the amount of crosslinks in the material decreases. These results are again in good agreement with those observed by macroscopic characterizations, i.e. DMA analyses, and also perfectly coherent with expectation.

All $I_{nDQ}$ signals were plotted as a function of the reduced $D_{\text{res}}\tau_{DQ}$ time (i.e. a normalization of $\tau_{DQ}$ by $D_{\text{res}}$) for each PTMC network. This plot is shown in Figure 6b. It is seen that all $I_{nDQ}$ signals superpose nearly perfectly with each other. This means that the different PTMC samples have in fact the same network morphology in terms of the homogeneity of the crosslink density. Accordingly, the values of the fitting parameter $n$ are quite similar in all samples. Thus the only intrinsic structural difference between the PTMC studied samples is the crosslink density $v_C$.

It has to be noted that in the case of the PTMC 40k network, although it superposes fairly well with the rest of the networks in the $I_{nDQ}$ vs. $D_{\text{res}}\tau_{DQ}$ plot shown in Figure 6b, there seems to be two different slopes at the beginning and at the end of the curve in comparison with the other networks. Saalwächter et.al. have reported and discussed
similar behavior in bimodal PDMS elastomer samples. For the studied PTMC 40k network, this behavior originates from two different chain populations with slightly different local orientational order, which in the present context should be interpreted as slightly different crosslink densities.

To analyze this curve in more details, the PTMC 40k network $I_{nDQ}$ vs. $\tau_{DQ}$ signal was fitted with Equation 7 with two distinct contributions, the first one covering the range $0 \leq I_{nDQ} \leq 0.25$ and the second one covering the range $0.25 \leq I_{nDQ} \leq 0.48$. The obtained $D_{res}$ and $n$ values are listed in Table 3 and are compared to those previously obtained for this network with a single chain relaxation distribution domain.

Table 3: $D_{res}$ and $n$ values obtained from Equation 7 for PTMC 40k networks considering a single or two chain relaxation distribution domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I_{nDQ}$ Fit</th>
<th>$D_{res}/2\pi$ (Hz)</th>
<th>$n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Distribution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>172.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Distribution</td>
<td>$0 \leq I_{nDQ} \leq 0.25$</td>
<td>183.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$0.25 \leq I_{nDQ} \leq 0.5$</td>
<td>161.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>172.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is observed in Table 3 that the $D_{res}$ value for the first chain population domain (i.e. $0 \leq I_{nDQ} \leq 0.25$) is slightly higher than that for the second domain (i.e. $0.25 \leq I_{nDQ} \leq 0.48$). Moreover, their average value is fairly equal to the $D_{res}$ value previously obtained by fitting the whole PTMC 40k network $I_{nDQ}$ vs. $\tau_{DQ}$ signal. The single and double relaxation distribution fits obtained from Equation 7 are shown in Figure 7. These fits are superposed to the experimental $I_{DQ}$ vs. $\tau_{DQ}$ plot for the PTMC 40k network.

![Figure 7: Single and double relaxation distribution fits obtained from Equation 7 for PTMC 40k networks superposed to the $I_{nDQ}$ vs. $\tau_{DQ}$ experimental signal.](image)

It can be seen in Figure 7 that the fit considering a double relaxation distribution domain better follows the experimental PTMC 40k plot when compared to the single distribution fit. These results confirm the hypothesis regarding the existence of two chain populations or two domains corresponding to slightly different crosslink densities in the PTMC 40k network.

The obtained $D_{res}$ values were plotted as a function of the chemical $v_{C-chem}$ crosslink density as shown in Figure Figure SI.4 (Supporting Information). It is important to note that for the PTMC 40k sample, the average $D_{res}$ listed in Table 3 was considered. Figure SI.4 shows clearly a good, nearly linear correlation between $D_{res}$ and $v_{C-chem}$ with a non-zero intercept at $v_{C-chem}$ extrapolated to 0. This means that the crosslink density determined
from NMR would be a non-zero when extrapolated to zero chemical crosslinking, and this can be attributed to the physical entanglement contribution to $D_{res}$. When the elastic modulus $E'$ at $T_a + 90^\circ C$ is plotted as a function of the chemical crosslink density $v_{chem}$ as shown in Figure SI.5 (Supporting Information), a similar nearly linear correlation between $E'$ and $v_{C-chem}$ exists. The contribution of physical entanglements is much lower however. One may even argue that the extrapolated value at $v_{C-chem} = 0$ would be close to zero. This difference between the behavior of $D_{res}$ and $E'$ may originate in the difference in time scales of both measurements. Indeed, the NMR measurements probe the response of the network over a time scale of a few microseconds. Physical entanglements or some other topological constraints may then be active on this time scale, while they have relaxed on the DMA time scale.

Then, the $D_{res}$ values were plotted as a function of the DMA $v_{C-DMA}$ crosslink densities obtained either from the affine or phantom models. These results are shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8: $D_{res}$ values obtained by MQ $^1H$ NMR measurements as a function of DMA $v_{C-DMA}$ crosslink densities calculated either from the affine model or phantom model for all studied PTMC networks. The dashed lines are linear fits and serve as a guide for the eyes.

It is seen in Figure 8 that a linear relationship between the crosslink density $v_{C-DMA}$ for both the affine and phantom models and $D_{res}$. This was expected from rubber elastic-
ity theory, and from the affine, phantom, and junction affine network models themselves. This is attributed to both NMR and DMA being capable of probing the chemical network, as well as chain entanglements acting as physical crosslinks. According to the rubber elasticity theory, if a pure chemically-crosslinked network with no entanglements is considered, the value at the y-intercept of the $D_{res}$ vs. $v_C$ plots should be zero, since the chemical crosslink density of a non-crosslinked polymer would be non-existent. In this study a non-zero y-intercept value was obtained. A similar result was found by Vieyres et al. for natural rubber, and was attributed to physical entanglements.

In the case of the studied PTMC materials, the existence of physical entanglements is highly probable. Indeed, the PTMC macromer molecular weight $\overline{M}_n$ is much larger than the PTMC repeating unit molecular weight $M_0 = 102$ g/mol. For instance, for the PTMC 3k network the $\overline{M}_n/M_0$ ratio is of ca. 30 and for the PTMC 40k network it is of ca. 400. Thus, chain entanglements would be able to exist within the macromers before the formation of chemical crosslinks. More importantly, some trapped entanglements may be formed during the PTMC macromer photoreticulation. The amount of such trapped entanglements may in fact increase as the chemical crosslink density increases, as reflected by the non-linear variation of both $E'$ and $D_{res}$ at small $v_{C,chem}$ values in Figures SI.4 and SI.5 (Supporting Information). Moreover, Figure 8 shows that DQ NMR measurements are more sensitive to physical entanglements than DMA analyses.

Altogether these results show that the physical chain entanglements characterized herein by DQ $^1$H NMR and DMA have also an important contribution to the thermomechanical behavior of PTMC materials when compared to the chemical crosslink network. This is specifically true in the case of PTMC 40k networks, as their chemical crosslink density $v_{C,chem}$ is small, thus the presence of physical entanglements reinforces the thermomechanical properties of this network.
Conclusion

This study has demonstrated the pertinence of combining a multiscale approach to characterize a series of homogeneous crosslinked PTMC networks by DMA analyses and $DQ\ ^1H$ Solid State NMR measurements. It is established herein that the results yielded by both experimental methods complement well each other and allow a fine study of a polymer network structure and its influence on its macroscopic thermomechanical properties. Specifically, it was confirmed that the studied PTMC networks, having different macromer molar masses, possess the same intrinsic chemical and physical network morphology. The only difference between them is their crosslink network densities, which are due to the different macromer molar masses. Moreover, it was demonstrated by both DMA and NMR measurements that chain entanglements acting as physical crosslinks are also present in such PTMC networks and their concentration as well as their effect on the thermomechanical behavior of these materials can be quantifiable. The results obtained in this work allow a better understanding of PTMC materials and the tailoring of their properties to enhance their potential use in biocompatible applications, achieved by combining DMA and solid state NMR through a robust scientific approach. This concept will be further extended to assess the influence of temperature as well as the chemical synthesis procedure on the PTMC network structure and their functional macroscopic properties. Finally, this work has shown that such a study can be readily undertaken on similar elastomeric-like functional polymeric networks.
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Supporting Information

Figure SI.1: \( I_{nDQ} \) signal obtained for the PTMC 10k network at \( T_\alpha + 90^\circ C \) fitted by Equation \(^7\)
Figure SI.2: DSC Thermograms highlighting the $T_g$ obtained for PTMC macromers.

Figure SI.3: Loss modulus $E''$ obtained for all PTMC networks as a function of temperature.
Figure SI.4: \( D_{res} \) values obtained by MQ \(^1\)H NMR measurements as a function of the chemical \( v_{C-chem} \) crosslink densities for all studied PTMC networks. The dashed line is a linear fit and serves as a guide for the eyes.

Figure SI.5: \( E' \) at \( T_\alpha + 90^\circ C \) obtained by DMA as a function of the chemical \( v_{C-chem} \) crosslink density. The dashed line is a linear fit and serves as a guide for the eyes.
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